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TOWARD AN UNDERSTANDING OF READING AS SIGNIFICATION

Abstract

A

Within the framework of,thi doctrine of signs, or semiotics, the
construction of me ring is a process of signification; yet reading is
typically'modele&and researched as if it entailed only tlielesser cogni-
tive / semiottic process of representation. This research conceptualized
and investigated reading-from a 'semiotic perspective in order to:explore
how readers createlextual.meanings; that is, interpretations of writ*
,materials./° - ,

The study's design was based on the principle of prior. ethnography
. and employeddatatollection' techniques common 'to field studies:
participant/interventicin and interviewing. Fieldworitia; conducted over
a seven month period in one fourth gfade classroom. The prigiary.heuristic

wasan instructional strategy lessons introduced after a three month period
of prior ethnography, that called-on readers to sketch their interpretations
of materials read. The lessonsand'interviews were audio- and video-taped,
-difiiled-field notes arere kept, and all sketches were collected.

e
Data analysis emergedin:the'course of the study and focused-on three

dimensions: the inter-relatIonthip offieldworker and respondents, the
contextual constraints and resources in operation during thelessons,
and the cWawings that were created. Findings suggest the children's inter-
pretations were, influenced by their 'embedded theories of the social situation-0
their skills as artists, and-..the nature of the activity of iketchings
Within' -class friendships and interest also played major roles in the process .

of constructing meaning.

From the tIeoretical and mghodological,perspective.of semiotics
it is more efficacious to view reading as more than mere representation.
This calls-for-a reconsider at4on-b-f-modeis-of-d4rect-instruction_and_tbe
continued exploration ol the potential'which transmediation-across sign
systems holds-for curriculum develdpment. . ,
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afforded by cognitive psychology came to shape-the waif comprehension

ft

Introduction
*

Reading researchers have followed the currents ofacademic'pSycholcogy,

ever since Huey (1908) and Thorndike (MD published their ground-breaking

studies inn the early part of the twentieth century., In the last ten

years this link has been alt but cemented. Research activityithe .

seventies was characterized by tttention of the cognitive and linguistic

factors affecting the reading process and comprehension emerged as the

central objecfpf.inquiry. It was during this period that the perspective

-ts conceptualized today.I

. An understanding of' what cognitive psychologists mean by 'compre-.
. - 0

. tension' begins with a consideration of
:

the reading models that currently
. .

dominate the profession". TheYtermthat host clearly captures the baSic

desitp of thdie models is 'interactive.'' Theorists positing interactive

reading models (e.g. Adams and Collins, 19791-teddmen, 1961; 1978; Kintsch
. 0

and van Dijkv078; Rumelhart, 197) assIthat comprehension results

from the,interplay.between a reader's knowledge P.O. orthographic,

sinteitic, semantic, and world knowledge) and the linguistic organizatf4

of the-text. The dyadic nature .of this design can be observed in the

way analytic techniques are applied to recall and summary protocols,

two heuristics commonly uted in comprehension research. Protocols are "'

parsed into meaning units (eq. propoiitions (Turner and Greene, 1977])

and then coded according tothe source of that unit (eithdr the reader

or the text). The fact that'some propositions ire coded as terrors*
4

(Kintsch and van Dijk, 1978) or "in'trusi'on ;" (Hansen, 1981) suggests

.
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that, within the framework of interactive models, duplication of:the
.

4
.. . .

..

text is a measure of comprehension. .
\,

,

.' .

e
1

There can Deno question that reading research conducted under
, v

4

the purview of cognitive psychology has made a significant contribution

to our (iderstanding of the reading process. Still; there exist a numberour
,

,. ,
.

of fundamental pcOhleMs with.interaciivetivideTs.that result from the

.

subject/object inherent in psychological conceptions of cognition.

When readin;Ns defined as a trantactionihis dualism falls awayJand

new insights into comprehension aPe possib'e.

To date,. few studies have been 2rounded in transactional. models
.

.

of the, eading prodess and none have adopted an ethnographic perspective.

There is a needthenofor ethnographic' studtes of the reading process,
---

. so as to clarify the nature- of reading transactions as they. occur in

social settings' The research repprted in this paper was undertaken

in order to meet this need.. Fieldiori was carried out over a seven

- .

month period in ohe fourth grade classroom and utilized data collection

techniques common to ethnographies: participantobteriation and interviewing:

An instructional strategy that Calls on readers to draw. their inierpretations

of materials read silently:served as the primary heuristic procedure.

These data" were informed by information about classroom life and knowledge
f

of the inquirer/respondent relationship. This approach not only-Allowed

transactions to be 'studied in the process,of use but from the,perspeCtive

of the.participahts. Ethnography. thus provided a vantage point from

which to observe how readers arrive at an understanding of written discourse.

I
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Theoretical Foundations
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3

. Transactional models of the--reading process (Carey and.flarste,

inpress; Eco; 1979; Isert 1980; ROs'enblatt, 1978) are based on a set

of assumptions that stand in,marked contrast to those upon which interactive
,

models rest. Briefly, transactional models assamethat,:

1. the text is less an object thane a potential that is actualized.
during-the-ict of reading;

2; understanding arises out of the comPenetration of Meader and
text and is thus something'unique to that event;

.

3. text is an open system and therefore variationOn inteopre
..tation is the expected response.

Transactional models are given theirlOolt elegant exposition in the ;

writings of Louise Rosenblatt (1978). In an effort to dissolve the

subject /object dualism that,pervades the readingiterature, she drais

on-the transactional terminology of Oewey.andlentley who "sought to -

t

counteract the dualistic phrasing of phenomena as an 'interaction' between

G.

, /

ldii"ferent factors, because it implies separa%e, self- contained, and .°

already defined entities acing onone another" (p. 17). She proposes

'transaction' as amore suitable descriptor of the act, of reading and

,define it as. "an on-going'procss in which eliments'or factors are, %.

. . . aspects of a total situation; each Oiditiord.by :pitonditiohini

the other" (p. 17). Rosenblatt's account of what hap#ent when 'leader

.

meets text it thui very different from that given by,tnteractionistsC

Out of this encounter something new the poem arises whjih cannot

be partialled out to either the reader or the text alone. She writes:

The poem : . must bethought of as an event in time. It is
net an oect or ideal entity. It happens during a coining- .

together, a compenetration, of reader and a text. The

f e 6
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ready brings to the text his past expirlince,aMdpresent
.

pq0onalfty. Uipar the magnetisniof the ordered symbols of the
to t, he Marshals his resources and .crystallizes outfrom.the
stuff oflmemft, thought; and feelind'a new order, a new
experience,' which he-sees as the poem. This becomes part of the
ongoing stream of his experience, to:be reflectedn from any
angle important to ,:him as a human (p. 12) - .

0. I

. .

In short, the reader establishes a proportiondietweett himtherseli'and

the text and in So doing creates a poem. The poem, thee., is the relatien

I
.

. .

'between subject and object"and has the capacity toed taken as an object

L

of thought.
.

This view of theAreading process 44spiresa pi6gram of research

thit differs significantly from that pursued by interactionists. Although
_

both iocus,on the mental operations used to achieve underStanding, the .

transactIonistls goal is to explain the range of interpretations readers

are likely to evoke itom'a single text (Culler', 1981). Hence, transaction

istS reject, emplate matching procedures on the grounds that they privilege
. . .

the researcher's inteApretation of the piece and presuppose uniformity

of interpretation: Fro.= a tratisactiotial perspective,,then,what counts

as evidence of comprehension is necessarily different from that accepted

by interactionists. EVidence that the reader has duplicated the author's

.message is abandoned in favorof evidence that. the reader has. duplicated

the author's creative roletosenblatt,.1978).

Semiotics, which studies lemiosis (or sign-functioning) provides

a useful vantage point from which to specify the nature oecomprehension.

4
Semiotic doctrine is most closely.associated with two names: Ferdinand

r.

deSausurre, the Swiss: linguist, andCharles Sanders Feierce, the American '
( . .

.

piagmatist: The discussion that followi is rooted inFeirce's.semiotic

'AO
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for, contrary to the conventional wisdom;'`Peirce was not a taxonomist -

. (cf. Merrell, 1979). That hiis Anown chiefly for his classdification

of signOnto indices, ions, and symbols.is prObably dii?.to the fact

that Peirce ,never comptetedlhe book that was to be hits major opus.
4

. It Is to be tallediatic (Fisch,
1977), a title that reveals theeunderlytng prtnciple otIll eirce's

I/
, R.

work, manly; the development of a system of"logic that would account,

r for iumanreasoning. What is relevant to the explication of the/term

'comprehension,' however, is Peirce'Sdiscussion of semiosis..
'

.4

0

Reirce proposed semioiis as the-process whereby' objects and actions. ft

. , ;

,are.taken, as signs and Lids attain meaning. So stated, semiosit is
0

coextensive with cognition'10eely,.198214,if by cognition we mean the

way in which humans comb to know the world.. Central to an understapding

of semiotis is the notion that a sign only becomes meaningf when
/

a

triadic relationship isestabliihed among the elements.° the sign.

tthis criterion is evident in'Peirce's definition of a (gn.
,

4 .
c

Arsign, or rep6sentemen,As something which stands to
to somebody.for something in some respect or capacity.
It addresses somebody, that is, it creates in the mind
of that person an;equivalent.sign,.or perhaps a more .

developed sign. That sign which it crates I call the '
interpprretant of the first sign.- The sign stands for
somit ing, its object. It' stands for that object, not fn.
all respects, but in reference to a sort of idea, which-
1 have sometimes calledthe round of the representamen.

0 (cited in Eco,-1979,1: 180) '.4 ,

r

'

The,technical terms rehresentamen, object, interpretint, an4 ground;

arethemselies richJwith insights into sig6-functiOning, but for the
.

present we can say that the reprertamen is the sign - vehicle, ilhe Object

is a cultural construct and not a physical referent, and an interWetant

8$
"4
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is another sign. The term.ground sdgiileits thatduripg any Oarticdlar.'"

instance of sign fun that aiPec t!of the object,relevant ,'

to the co0ext pertic.i'ates in semiosis.' A representmmenocannot stand
s

for 'an object; it cap only represent it. To becomt.knov, or understood,
..-

.

the relation between representamen and object must become an object.

of thoughtind this action requires the mediating influence of a-third.
.

.
- . %

element, the interpretant. ,Until theAnterpivtant is introOdedd we

have.no understanding of the object, joist the experience oOticeptiop:

At the poiht of perceptiop the representamen "does.not ttand for4nything

as it is not4et,cbnnected to something already knawn.* It remains the
4r

function Wthe interpretant to weld this connection and generate meaning.

ImpIidit in this explanation of semiosis is the distinctio between

/
representation ,and signifliition, which is critical to the taliX of defining

comprehension. This distinction was first made explicit by 4 seventeenth

century Iberianphilosopher, Poinsoti'in his Treatise on Signs,(1432).

ely (19d2) explicates Poinsot's treatment ofrrepresentation and

fication in this way:
.

.

What is essential in our experience to the Ong and-functioning
of a sign is not that it be somethingperceivid but that it ;

bring something other than.itstlf int -thcawarenes of an
organism, which is exactly how ideas unction within the mind .

to bring something other tlian.themsel les into awareness. (p. 60)

kiign-vehicle (or representhmen) can repretent an object such that
.

1

wfll be perceived but it can'only be said to signify when the relation

is detached from the given moment of perception. Signffication, or
.,

understanding, requires that.the relation between representamen and

object become an independent consideration, available for further

1 :
. ,- ' #
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eialuation7andAevlopment. The thought becomes are object.in itself'

signification; in representation it remains 'embedded in experience.

1-

comprehension''
f

Interactive reading models obscure the meaning of :comprehension.'

by confounding `representation and .signi ficitidn. The asstoption. that
.

._ ,
. ;

.
,

- , the role-of-0e reader' isto duplicate the author's message leads inter- ,

..,
. ,

- actionsists to reduce - signification to representation.
.

Those propositions
%.-

that do-not match the researcher's template are designated

.

."ertors.*

rather than indices of understandinti., The corollary., of course, is

that representation isinterpreted as understanding when, in fatt, theTpe

may be no evidence in the recall or summery protocol that something

4

I

other than the reader's relirOentation o the text,wai brought to mind. , '

. ,
-

By rejecting a dualistic rendling of the reading process, transactional
.

,

models attain explanatory p r in that 'they have the potential to explain N ,

. ,. /.

, signification or, understandi g as it related to written discourse.

Comprehension is no *ger equated with a reader's representation of

a text but rather with the meanings that arise out of t proportioning
.

of reader to text (cf. Iser, 1980). The implication is that a reader's

interpretation cannot be' explained by reference to the reader or the,.

text alone; the social situation-must be taken into consideration for

the relation of text tocontext (Halliday and Hasan, 1980) plays a role

ip shaping the podir evoked during-the transaction. To summarize, semiotic

.4. doctrine offers a conceptual diitinction between representation and

signification that lends clariti to the meaning of comprehension.

Methodologically, this.perspective* suggests that' i f researchersetearchers are

committed to modeling reading as signification, they must leaie the

I,
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laboratory and enter the,field: The section's thit follow present .a.

t .

.

.
,ethnographyreport of an .ethnography designed to-explore' reading a

' i7 ;'+ Iletiodological Oyerv4ewe .

. This study' was conducted in order to generati do

: . ,
s signification. %, ff

,

that would inform
A 0

our, understanding of the reading, transaction. ,To that end' ldren
. .. . 1

i:
.

in one fourth grade claSsroom participaedn a strategy lesson known _

. .

as ":sketch to stretth"' (larst and Burkes 197.9).in the purse of a seven
. . :

month ifJeld stvily. An ethnographil perspeCtive was adopted.so:as-to. .

capture the lwhole cloth* f the'readingtransaFtion frail the pirtiCiPant's
.

'point-of-view., Significat r entails the relation of text to context, .1.:1
e .*

and therefore necessitates 1mode of inquiry that situates__the, regding, it
:$ -

. .

event in a cultural or subcu

engendered ethnography is

a priori but are gene
-16

The assunuStIon is that this st nce will'enable the .et nograpitec to 'explap,
a.44

; \
tural letting. Moreover, the attitude : .

opp-ended Hypotheses are\ not formulated
ow 4 ,e

dted and revised in the courst.df fieldwork.
I

the entire range of data andiwii just those4tliat hove around the entr'a(
11 I

\

O

.

tendency. Anomolies, those datai-thit'seem not to "fit," thus play an

important role in the ethnographic" enterprise; 'rather, thaipkeing thrown
. .

out a"outliers" these data fercithe 'ethnographer to rethink inlbia)

hypotheses. -In this way ethnograpbyewilds EselfecOrrecting feedback.

I .. .; i.

loovinto the inquiry process. This, is 'an important ittilude to: adopt
. . . '

. .:
given the explorator nature of this tudy;howeverg it does not mean

tnat entered tliei N-ld all a kblahk dte. Fieldwork was init:I;tect

with egeneral theoretical framework

notions as to how that perspective woul

;a

:

'mind yet I bad" no 'preconceiv
.

be played-out. ..
1

*

tr. .1,

t.

t.
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The sketChing.stategy waiemployed so as to_iYoid the verbocentrism

(EcO, 1976) that has characterized much areadinbresearch. The aimit
4 0 'p

exclusivItreliance owiinguistic measuresof -comprehension. implicitly

reduces thought to language and thus stands jn:the. way of investigating

reading ars signification. Asking students to draw theielmterpretationi.

ofIstoriei and articles:1
1 .

would be comaunicated that

tie sign system used.

dmitted the possibility that soms meanings,"

would not be mad! public if language were

_Sketch% was also selected. as the _primary

&

heuristic device beceuseit necesiarily\intails signification; that

is, requires` students to take the experce ;treading aslnobject.

pf:tholught. In ortrAdjcraw what they th"ht the story*meant orwhat--

'they Nought the article was,trying to teap then, students had to reillec

on Zitat.they'dread and draw what that eiperience brought to mind.

1

1 . .,..

experiencing,and communicating., The ifiliating phase functioned as
0

.

to demonstration (Smith, 1981yof the leon's potential, that is, it.
.

Recall and summarization tasks, on the othei-hand,direct'the read to

record the way the dispurse has been represented.in memory..

The sketching lessons centisted.of three phaies: initiating,

focusedon the ways ideas could be Integra ed by movi g to another

cOMmunication systei. The experiencing pha novided a opportunity

for the students to select and read one of 34eral stories and articles.

Once the materials had been read, everyone wa\Asked-ti,Iiraw a picture
.

of what they thought the liecespeant. When everyone had completedtheie

isketches students were asked to explain them tb the rest of the group;

. this constituted the "communicating phase of the lesson. With the -

a",

l

9
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exception of the first two lestons, whichwere viewed,as opportunities
.

for studefits to becomefeeler with. the activity of sketching, the remaining
-

nine lessons

on a concept

liteeetUre and employed et set of conceptually related materials. Con:

were organized id-three-week units. Each unit centered _

./

drawn from either science; social studies, or chWren'l

.
ceptually related materials are lets of reading materials that cohere

around a single concept. The goal in organizing the lessons in this

way was to promote continuity across the various lessons and t shift

the lessont', focus from the activity of sketching itself to the meanings

: generated in the process of reading these materials. The final lesson

In the series of 12 called forthe-creation oft metadsketih, a Sketch

10

. .. ,.\

. ' about sketching, was to gain some insight into the'children's inter-
,

. 6 I \ / . N
_pretation_q_the_ experience. , .

,

Interviews werCconducfed.during the final two weeks of fieldwotk: The

4

purpose of these interviewsWeto,gainaccess to the children't embedded ..

. . theories of both.the leison_es'aWhole and,the particular nature of
t-

'
. .

sketching. ,Although some questions Were developed in advance, the inter-

views were open-ended. This allowedane to follow fh6, children's lead.
.0. ,. ,

.

and in this.way gain further insights into fhiir point -of -view.

The study's design wasuided by the principle df,"prio'r ethnbkraphy"

(Corsaro; 1980), a construct origihally articulated to address problemia
f

of validity and reliftbiliti,that arise when audio-vispal data are recorded.
. :,

In this study, the'construct-iiS.expanded to4inclyde.qot'only the intro.:,
It'

duction of audio-visUal equipment baNthe int:7odUction of the sketching

in ,

A
.lessons. The interpretation employed here tprollebrest explained

. ..

A

I.
:

,..1,
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. an examination of the k ids of data collected and how they stand in

'relation to one another. Altimary'data are data that captpre the phenomenon

of interest; in this study the' sketching lessons generated da ta on the

nature of the reading transaction. These lessor& were'recorded on audi+o-

and video-tape and all sketches. were collected. Background data, on

the other hand,.provide infovation on the setting in which the' phenomenon.

is 'found and thus act, `both a validity. check and In-interpretativ,

framework fol'ipr'my data. Background data'for this study, gathered

through parti ipant-observation and interviewing, consisted of:informition

on classroom life. These data were, recorded 'in field notes and on video.-

J'
tape, respectively.

It is'important to note that the term 'prior' is, to be taken liter-

ally, that is, the world of the classroom.was entered before the sketching:

lessons were introduce Specifically, field entry began in October

and was accomplished in part, through non-participant observation.

Observations were Made one day a week untillJanuary when observation.

4 (and by then participation) was increased bi\three consecutive days

a week. The sketching lesson was initiated at the beginnipg of February

and continued until the end of May. 'Once this lesson became part of

the class' weekly schedule, however, background datawere not ignored;

instead, "prior ethnography" became "contiguous ethnography."

A brief discussion of the weekly class schedule will clarify this

poi The sketching lesson was (scheduled for one hour on each of the

three days I was present. This arrangement allowed Me to work with

eack.:of the three grotips. Two.of the groups met with me during their

14
4
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egularly,scheduled math class whereas the third. group met during the

class period devoted to spelling. With the exception of that one hour

block of time I was Oresentin the classroom the entireday and Continued

to gather backgroundldata throygh participahtobservation. 'It is in

this sense that the collection of background data Was contiguous ethnography.

,Like prior ethnography, participant-observation took ora broader

meaning than usually accorded. Traditionally, participant-observation

is defined as the process of becoming a "marginai-native" (Freilich,

1970) of the grdup being studied, but in. this study it was expanded

' to include the process whereby the fieldworker introduces something

new into the setting. The difference between these two interpretations
4

"12

oliparticiparit-observation can be viewed as one of degree rathir than
. -------%

kind, particularly when the character of traditiohal-partitipaht=observation

I.; examined. Fieidixifttis-by -thelVvery presence alter "the setting

under investigation and create anew social context. They can never

stand outside that setting and take a "picture" for they are always

the text" (Herzfeld, 1981), creating it.in transactiOn'with the

,participants themselves.- For this reason, partAcipant-ititerveation%.

seems a felicitous way to describe the fieldWoA experience..'

yThe decision to insert the sketching lesson into the curriculum

was the result of'a trade -off between theoretical and practical constraints.

The intent of the study was to explore the nature of the reading process
.

from a transactional perspective; the only site available, hOwdver,

Was one in which-reading was implicitly- defined as an interaction.

This, decision does not represent a retreat from MetOodological'purity,

.15
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though; it is merely an example of what happens whi.an'educational
,

. ethnographer'choUvses-to'explOre-the potential for learning rather than

desribe the learning tit is in piece. Traditional educational ethno-

graphers have sought to describe the interfati between schools and culture

and are reluctant to atta,h valuations to:the nature of that interface.

But education is a value-laden enterprise (Eisner, 1982) that must deal

with issues related *the quality of the arranged

learning. For thit leason,...ethnographie; designed

;//

student "can become what he not yet is", (Leontiev,

environment vista -vis

toexplore how'a .

cited in Bronfinbrenner,''

1977) issues thisrchillenge in tones that are more anthropological:in,

flavor:

The ethnography-of Malinowski and most other classic ethno-
graphy does not address such questiOns as "How can we make
this_lanoe better?" Thus classiC ethnographers have.been.unable -

to learn what can only be learned when one gets involved in
the action and picks up one's own end of the log. (p. 186).

.

His conclusion is that "if we really want our work-as scholars to be

used in educational practice, more of us must somehow join with teachers

andand administrators in.theirllailywork and in the transformation of

it" (p: 186).

To summarize, prior ethnography was the central design feature
-

of this study. It provided a means for maximizing the veld* f the
.;

data collecte4 without jeapordiziqg the emergeht nature ofNet graphy.

The collectiolf primary data,was'planned in advance'but wi hi'indirA.
standing that these plans would be altered ,in accordance with, he exigencies

operating ln the research site. With the exCeption.of.the s tching

lessons and someleneral field entry strategies, decisions r, yarding

d

4
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data collection phcedures could not be mapped out ahead of time since

the site was identified after the general plan of research°had been

drawn up.

'background

Even in cases where the fieidworkers has been able to gather ,

inloormition prior to field entry; strategies that are rightly

prepackaged are likely to fail. Fieldwork takes place in dynamic and

not static settings; we of ethnography's strengths is that it does

not try to hold time constant but instead charts the changes that take

place. Fieldworkers mint thus be flexibleand take advantage of rather
-

than bemoan the changing nature of those settings. This is ultimately
.

a hore'pro4uctive, if somewhat risky,_stance to tape for it builds a

self- correcting feedback loop into the inquiry process. The payoff

is that self- correction can occur' while the study it in progress.- If
- ,

data collectionproced;ares'are too rigidly con ?eived, the lieldworkee

will limit him/herself to data that are already anticipited; unanticipated

data will ignored as irrelevant, leaving the researcher's initial

perspectives unaltered. In'this situation,the'fieldworker will experience

self-confirmation at the expense of self-correction.

data Analysis,.

Oita ahalysis, liCce reading, is 4 meaning-making protest. and assuch°

represents another instance of semiosis. This statement implies that

hypotheses put forth as explanations of-data do not simply."emerge" tram,

the data but arise out of the transaction between those data and the

researcher. The'constantcomparative method, a technique developed to

generale grounded theory (Glaser and Strauss, 1967), can stand as An illus-
,

tratiop of the *need to rethink the way ethilgraphers describe the analysis

17
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,of data To ground hypotheses in the data the Tesearcher is/1 structed
ft.

.

to continually compare one datum to another on the assumptfon that this

sorting task will yield categories ihat"cin be rerateeto form hypotheses.
. .

The 'problem with this strategy is that comparing one datum td another

pietupposes a common metric upon $hich to base the comparison. This amounts'
I

to saying that in. order for this technique towork the researcher must

e,

already have an hypothesis. And so the question of hgw hypotheses are

geritrated 'remains unanswered.

Peirce's concept of retroduction may lie of service here. ACcording

to Peirce, retroduction is the only 'form of logic capable of starting

new leas; it involves reasoning backwards from a case to a rule that

might explain that case
V' -

to the test of induction,

This-rule stands as an hjrpothesis-until subjected

the movement whereby hypotheses are confirmed

or rejected with reference to sensory datagrly, 1982; Sebeok and Aker-

Sebeok, 1981; Skagestatl, 1981). ._If hypotheses are

leap from data to an idea that recommends itself. by virtue of.its4economy,

irrespective of its initial plausibility, tWen A mechanistic data sorting

task cannot in and of'itself be expected to turn up hypotheses. It is

more appropriate to say that ethnographers begin to generate hypotheses

the moment they enter the field and try to make s'nse of their experiences.

Thus, when ethnographers suggest that "to begin to,learn the ropes . is

to begin analysis* (Kleihman, 1980, p. 175) they are explicitly referring.

to retroduction. Some enthnographers do employ more explicit analytic

procedures in the course of data analysis but my point is that the formality
A

of these techniques neither privileges'them nor eliminates the researcher's.

a
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role. In. Short, hypotheses are no more "in the data" than meaning.is

"in the text."'

Data analysis, titer; began on the first dayf.iieldwork in" that -

f
I continually so ht to-interpret my fieldwork. experiences, but it would

be misleading to s geii that when I left the field Iliad aclear urtder -
e ,

,

standing of.what'th se experiences meant. it was not until 1.:OadOmultfOld.,

viewings of the vid ..tapei of the lessons and the Children's*Oerviews;°

.

,. V.:-

as well as the sketches themselves, that explanatorx themes wee #rticuIatel. :
.

,

4 .
.

Mt...presentation that is to'follow thuspelies,the chaficterf hypothesis

''
formation in that iecir

;
structed logic is" at the expense f /

logic in use. Space limitations necessitate, this rhetoricardecfsien.2

Each.hypothesis wiil be Stated and then supported through the 'trialguThtieif
. , .1. .

of data drawn from obseriations of classroom life, the children's interviews,

e

their actions duli-ng the sketching lesson, and the sketches themselves.

Results.and-Oisiussion

Sketching as Recess

One of the anomalies that remained a puzile throu ut-the course

of fieldwork wo the fact that,the children's behavior du ng the sketthing
4

lessons wasnot representative,of.their behavior during their regular

class lessons. I had assumed that the chldren would treat sketching

like any other lesson; the period of prior ethnography was to have been

the means throughwhic their cooperation w s ensurtd. Indeed my initial

assumption was that prior ethnography'would alOw me Westablish a. role.-

as P resource person, someone who helped out in 'the oldi:roon.ino occasionally,

r

19
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- taught a lesson.', n other wbrds,'1'4,assumed-it would bepossibleAto

. .

become a member of the subculture. Evenfea4ly I, waiYiorced to abandon

kr
'thisnaive view of doing fieldwork. As the sear erogressed itlbecame

-1 .
clear that de#eloping a role Was more akin to negotiation and that total

acceptance was enattalhable. 4y role took skiape as I'helped the-children
54,

14th.their.iyoik, listverto,their stories,'heard their problems and cow
, . N"*.

.
plaints, and monitored their behavior. life so doini,lbecame a tlitor,

a sound4g board, ali.iend and ymoniterx- The folldwini-exchange, ,Iirawn:

c "4

o -

... O.

and helpmate, but who has only maruirial authority.

..

. . 4 .. .

..

from field notes, provides the best summary of in; role and status in.the. W
.

room: I

. .

'- ; ,4.

1/14/82: Se4eral of the girls ame in from recess saying "You're
our-aunt.* They explained, that the teacher,was their mother and

i tar bofrfriend was their father and that r4n-their aunt. A. called
slb "Aunt Siegel" atone point wring the day.

S.

It was as if they' had developed a kltithip structure for the class and

my place in'that structure
.

was that of aunt,.a person who, ita friend.,

The childrees behavior during the sketching lessons'was not due

to mydstates and role alone; the fact that the sketches weren't graded

(all of their.regular,class assignments were graded) and that they 'were'

i
excused from eitker loath or spelling clats also contributed to.the recess-

1

\\

.)
like tone of the letson. Interview data confirmed these hunches, Children

,

referred to thesketching 1 ssons as a "break". from school; an in-class

"recess" where they didn't have to do 4wOrk" (quotapon marks indicate

erms used by respondents). When I probed toCtind out
/

features of
,

_ 4

I.

A
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"work" I discovered, that it was something assigned and graded by'the teacher.

Consider, for example, the childreq's Commehts,on sketching:
P. . -. .

- Kids think it's less kimporiant than math:
,

It's.different because we read *stories and draw what we think.
In our 'room we get an assigiimen*and it's graded and we don't
share,it.. Ve doos doUr/oWn fdeast we do that special thing.

.

losketchingI.Weres:10frong answer so-the/ don't think it's
really hard work.

.
.../-

Theee'sno real-teache in sketching - noone boss you around.t.

ff:/ou do bad in here and good in: there, your still gonna pass.

In-1040,the.chfldren defined theisketchi
.

Estimating the representi4tivenewof-their behavior during the lessons
%,

ng lessent as a "creativexecess."

this reiuired that the,'yardstick.:liainst which to measure representativeness
s:

,,
'1:11e their 'actions durihg recess andnet their Actions during school lessons:

The twoomost salientleatures"of recess ere (1) chjldren could elect A

top

In activi

themse)ves or with friends; and in children could participate

ies of interest to them. It should pot- have been surprising;

then% to realize that friendship and interest were important themes that

ran through the data and explained much of what was initially thought

to be wdiSruptive behavior.*

Friendship and Sketching' .

.

The theme of friendship was played out in a number of ways during
. .... ,d.
the loops. Friends often selected the same reading materials and simetimes

44 . ,

created similar sketches. Friends also served as colleagues during the

activity of sketching, helping each other decide not only what to draw

and how to draw it but at times actually drawing part of a friend's sketch
40

:21
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for him/her. (Later I termed this phenomenon "sub-contracting.")

Finally; friends oftenlpiffed as-collaboratorsAufin0h0communicating

portion of the lesson. . Althoug I'd'originally conceptualized sharing

time as a t-dr* of monologues n which each child expliined his/her.sketch;

the children negotiated this task such that -it became a series of dialogues. ,'

(and sometimes a polyloguej. In other words, the children frequently

collaborated on explanationso.helping one another comMunicate.their intentions

19

to the rest of the group. Thus, friends.acted as mediators, assisting

the artist in the translation of private thoughts-into public'statemmnts.

It icokeivable that relying on friends was a way to avoid making

decisions and /or avoid full engagement'in the activity, butI think a
,

..
.

more compelling explanation lies in the fact that the organizing principle
.

,

of-childhood*culture it doing things together.(Corsaro; 1983). corsaro's
, !

(1977r study of face-to-face interaction in a pre-school found that children"
,

were willing to work with their peers to create a shared meaning4world

whiCh; in turn, signified their status as joint participants in an event. di

.

1

.
.

Given the ooial prowess of 3 year olds; it should not have been surprisitg
. .

1

that the fburthr4ders in this study placed a high vaiue.o friendship,/

Helping each other decide that to reel, what to draw; how,to raw it,
i1

and how to explain it allowedrthe children to demonstrate to one anoth
. .

that they were doing something together;. in effect; it allowed them t

make a collectiie comment on their intersUbjectivity.
e

Interest and Sketching

The third- theme that emerged was that of interest; that is, interest

22
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.guided the children's participationin skpiching. The.childreri reported

that they selected reading materials ow thee basis of interest; humor,.'-
relevance, and novel ty.were the features that distinguished an- ingesting

piece of material from a boring one. FOrAnstance, one boy wrote the

'following statement on his meta - sketch:

This story is awful. I don't like it so I won't make a'
good sketch.

AP Moreover, the extent to which the children were Interested in- their reading
4

materials affected the creation of sketches. Some thildren claimed that
,

if the story was interesting they wanted to "take the point out" or "highlight"

a particular part of the story.. Other chidren-illpstrited the relationship

between interest and sketching by literally drawings into thy'

sketches; sure of the most popular stories were the-very ones that resulted'
I 1.

in personalized sketches. -Finalli, a few children indicated that sharing

time was more interesting when new rather than.given inforniation_was ritfesented.

In other words, they expected, sharing time' to be In authentic communicative

event and when two childrenread the same story thirsometimes interrupted

each Other with comments, like "Donst-,tell it all.' Save some forAe."

Interiuptions such as these served to keep liven information to a minimum.

and th-us make the-event more interesting to the participants. -

Interest exerted its most powerful influence- in a way -that was tit-

once more general and more subtlee.and, more importantly, operated by

default. Briefly put, the children were interested in the lessons because

they were excused. froilp either a math or- a 'spelling class. One child summed

it up this way: *-

.4 .
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At first the kids thought . ii is really dumb, but then It
was gettiag fun 'cause I thin they were getting away from
'class. EteribOdy aGtually ha es math and so they say - oh ,/

-wow we get a breakitoday. ey're having fun Icausf-therli
can do something else like read and they can do thv.sketches.
They'can decide whatito do. Initead of a teacher,elling them
what to do; they frail themselvei What to do. .

In.summary, friendship and interest not only affected the creation of
- 5, .

sketches but appeared to facilitate the.learning process.' This hypothesis

.%.
is explored in the section that follows.

4

Thin versus.Thick Descriptions of Learning:

6.

.

Ite.hypotnesis that learning Wok take place when children 'tell

themselves, what to de-does not sUpportth conceptualization of the teaching-

4, .

..learning process that is starting to dominate the literature. Some re-

searchers, led by Rosenshine and Berliner(1978)argue that the critical

variable in the learning procets"iilacidemic engaged time" or time on !
s .-. , i )

task. Academic engaged. time is.tho;amount of time a student attends to --
. .

. . .

... ,

t - , . . .

.. __content_of moderate difficulty and way not be related to the time' .n
, . '.. .

allocated to a particular schoOksubject. In their revieW of research ----f::',
.-N. :-...:.

d.

on teaching, Rosenshine and Berl4n01cite study after study in Whicf(signi.::,6

ficant positive correUtions wdeefolind between academic engaged time . .

. ,

and student achievement. Among the ondlusiontlra4n from these studies

a-

,

are the follewing:
.

.. ..

, * ..

1. successful teachert"are ose who 'occupy the center
of attention and direct pyities without giving.

_-__-_students choices; .__.,_ __" ,,,;_

.

#

2: students
.

do not engag in'on-task behavior unless a .

teacher monitors thei attention; -

3. classrooms that al students to choose their activities
result in less to her superyiiion, making it difficult
for them to stay/ n task.

.

.

at
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Fdture research, they sugOest,'Ishould investigate both the amount of academic

engaged time necessary for achievement gains and the waA teatherstene

22

. . 4

. manage classrooms so as to increase the anountef. academic engaged time4 ."
. ,. .

. Atteptadte of the conclusions cited"above depends on the extent to
'., "

which academic ingaged time is a valid index of learning., In the previous

., ' section I ,Ibrgued.that what at first glance seemedJo be disruptive behavior

i ' .

:_was in'fatIt an indok_ofthe-thiidrenis engagement in
, .. .

a measure of learning that relies on-behavioral descriptions shth'as "gazing

:Intently in the r100 direction, answering a question, co, speaking on

al

I.

-' engaged. At the very least, then,ia valid index of. learning must take,

the event. Thus,

f
to

.
a. '

i
.

.

the topic Oder, discussion" (Au and Mason,1 1982, p. 130).of es a *thin
.

. .

.

.-

..

description" (Geertz, 1973) of
s
the conditions under which learningsoccurs.-

. ,--
There is no'reasonlebelieve that gazing of a-book constitutes actual

engagement in{ the activity. ,Chiliiren can appear to be eniaged when they .

are not, and, conversely, appear to be diWatted`when They are infact

the learner's perspective -into account. After Geertzusuth an index would

be considered "thick-. ", ,

Smith(1981) posits a 1141a of learning' that holds promise for the
. .

development of a thick description of theltarning-processv--Theed-thindi
I

are deemed-basic to that process: demonstratio-ns, engagement, and Sensitivity.

Demonstrationi reflect the environment in which learning takes plate;

43' .

they show a potential learner how something is done: It is possible,..

though, that learners can demonstrate to themselves how something is done:.

But demonstrations do not ensure learning; the interaction of the brain

'frith a demonstration, which Smith calls engagement, is necessary if learning

'25
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is to 'occur. This'sense of engagement.isivtry different from the one
. ..e., - .

Roienshine and Berliner employ as it implies a "meshing of gars" that
s s

23

results inkthe transformation of artobserved demOstration into an experience()

'demonstraticin. The third factor in learning is sensitivity. A model

of learning olmust account{for failure as well as success in learning.
, .

A thin description suggests that ethe_difference between success and failure

-14-academic engaged time. A thick description, on the other 'hand, proposes;
4 ..

. .
: .

i,' -'''t , that discrepancies in learning have another source, namely, sensitivity.

4

I

AP

.

'in learningis the learners interpretation of the situation and not the
4

sf , . s

amount of timp engaged in a task. . 4
Self-regulation, the very thing models of direct instruction elemiliates

.,-
.from the teaching-learning procesu facilitated the children's engagement

in sketching. They formulated their own rules for the,activity which
,4-. .

precluded the possibility-of failure,- except-by -trii own -standai*(4.

What allowed the children to take the lead was not simply the availability :/.

of a demonstration thelact that it was impossible to fail. I . Smrth's
c -

terms I would posit that the student's engagement was ensured by their
r. t

sensitivity, the absence of any expdctation that sketching would be difficult.

Sensitivity is-,"the absence of any expectatipn that leardirig 10.11 not

take place or that it will be difficult*Ip. 111). In sum, the key factor.

.

4

From till& perspective, the fact that sketching was defined, as a recess .:
.f.

takes on new significance for it ithplies that play is better metaphOr

. for le arning than work. .1. ,...

I' 4

4 .,

..

41 .
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The Relationship Between Self aArtist and Transmediation

.5

Up to this point j have argued that the children defined sketching

lessons as recess and hence leariking became more play than work, an attitude

that legitimized risk-taking. Early in thestudy it became clear that

one thing served as.a roadblock to risk-taking and that was the children's
, y

definitionV of themselves as artists. During the'first two. lessons one-
.

fourth of the children traced either"some or alyoUtheir sketch, a clettr

indication thatIney-felt they couldn't.dra4 (although at the time I thought

tracing was.a stteitegy,forcreatihg a "correct" sketch; I was wrong).

Data to support the hypothesis that the cildren's definition of

themselves as artists influenced their performanee.dOring sketching cane

from four

up during

.

sources: actions observed during the

`-`
, ..

sharing tiMe,"dired statements made

lessons, 'disclaimers offered

. ,

during the lessons and

interviews, and the sketched: ,The most Antrfiuing phenomenon was "sub-

contractiqg." mentibned, thel.children would often ask a

.

friend to draw part of their, sketch for thmaolemonstrating that they ,.

Viewed themselveras inadequate artists. This definition was also evident

,during sharing time.It was not uacommpn for a child to begin his/her

explanation with a disclaimer is to the quality of. the art(e.g. This

is a tag picture." "Mline'i horrible .don't look at that. "). The ubiquity

4 of sub-contracting and disclaimers suggests another interpretation0hough,

P
for both were strategies for increasing the chances of successful ccomUni-

, cation. Data to .surport this hypothesis cane from the sketches_ themselves.

Of the 325 sketches produced only 117 'used art alone; 201 sketches employ.
,

language and seven made use of "keys" or "decoders."' In short, the children

2 7 .
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proved to be astute semioticians for they oderstood that pictorial signs

cannot be interpreted in the abseka of a shared code. °

Finally, children made direct statements as to their inadequacy as

,artists. In facts one child reported that her perception of herself as

an artist_piaced enormous constaints on her participation in the event.

She said "I'm not too good at sketching so I can't really sketch what.

I'm really thinking."

The relationship between the children's definitions of themselves

as artists and the act of sketching is of theoretic import because sketching .

involves the process of transmediation across sign systems, that is;

movement from language to art. One way to explain transmediation is through

Eco's (1976) theory of sign-functioning. He posits that meaning arises

out of the correlation of a content plane (the conveyed system) and an

expression plane (the conveying system). Thi4perspective- is commensurate

with the description of semiosis offered earlier in that the content plane

may be thought of as the object in the semiotir triad whereas the expression

plane corresponds roughly to,the representamen or sign-vehicle. In trans-

, mediation, the actor does not simply correlate a content plane and an

expression plane; he/she must take the leanings that arise from the corte-
.

lation ofmfontent to expression in one sign system as an object of thought.

Moreover, he/she must segment the expression plane'of the new sign system

such that it correlates with that object of thought, which functions as

the content to be conveyed. -What differentiates transmediation from other
f ;

' instances of semiosis, then, is the fact that the entire triad (the actors

.4
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interpretation) becomes an object of thought to be cOnveyed through a

new expression plane. 1//

Segmenting a new expression plane is not as straightforward as it

first appears for the relation of content to.expression must be invented,

as it does not exist prior to the act itself. 'Herein lies the significance

of tbe children's definitions of themselves askartists. If children see'

'themselves as inadequate artilsts they will be less willing to do the kind

of experimentation that' segmentation of a new expression plane requires..

Stated another way, transmediation demands risktaking, or, in Setth's
.\

toy

,

terms, sensitivity. The price to
4
be paid when the expression plane remains

unexplored is worth considering for I have come to the conclusion` that

sketching's potential as a learning strategy rests on the fact,that

teflon of the expression plane affords areorganization of the content

plane. The self-focusing nature'osketching permits a reconiideration1fi

, * .

of the reader's initial meaning-world. So, in addition tolunctioning
-

as a way.to engage students in the process of signification rather than
. 4

representationotransmediation presents sii;den0 with an opportunity to

step back and rethink what they've made of the reading experience.

from the Perspective of semiotics, transmediatioh is a process of

knowledge-making. PeircentOled what I have described as transmediation1

retroduction for it involves a kind of reasoning :batkwa rds that takes

F

place below the level of consciousness. Anomolies'are thought to be signi7

.

. 1- ,.. . N.
ficant factors in retroduction as.,they. create the feeling of !Joist' that,.,-

.., .

motivates the search for resolution and understanding. Thedoubt the.

29
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children experienced when'esked to draw their interpretations was thus

a productive sensation and ultimately responsible for the insights they

gleaned. Still, too much doubt can be disabling; it is possible that

children who will sketch only what they feel capable of rendering in art

may forfeit an opportunity tolearn :'

The InYentioh of Sketches

'

As noted 'earlier, a transactional model of reading considers the

phenomenon of interest to be the range of interpretations that arise from
.

the reading experience. Furthermore, this model assumes that such variation

is -tied to both the,reader end the 'social situation in which the event
\

is embedded. The findings of this study suggest that the,children's sketches

were influenced by their definition of the letson as a whole, their friend -

,r-ships, theil- interests, and their perceptions.of themselves as artists.
.

. to

The final question be be addreszed is how the proces4oi ransmediation

..'

was accomplished. -

i- . ,

Tansmediation involves the segmentation Of an expression plane that

.

has not yet been segmented for the purpose of conveying a content. As

. k.

such, transmediation is a process of cdde-invention; a lint, or a code,

. - .

must be forged between content and expression if the sketch is to attain j.

ti

significaiory.potential. Eco proposed a typology of sign-production that

served as a heuristic for gaining insights into the way the children inven ed

i

their sketchet-.1 He claims that the correlition of e.content plane and

an expressionplane may be accomplished in a variety of ways and the child en
.

used jianyclf_thegoding_conyertistas_hcrtutlaor th.; in fact,. the onl codi

30
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. conventions to be described arethose that are reflective of the children's

definitions for the activity of sketching: Specifically, their interpretations

were correlated to .the expression plarijof art -by means of example; samples,

9-projections, graphs, stylizations, and programmed stimuli. A brief discussion

of each of these, categories may.clarify the manner in
)
which sketches were t

invented.

Pne of the ways the children defined sketching was as a process of
------. .

creating 'examples. When an object is selected as a whole to express-its

class Eco calls it an example - a member for its class.' Sketches.generated
4 O

by example typically showed a scene that stood as an example of the child's

interpretation of the material read. Sketches in this category appear

very static until the children talk about them and then it becomes clear

that the scene illustrates an example of the child's understanding. As

one child said "You figure out what to do when, sketching by reading the

story, then thinking about it for a minute or so,.then trying to act them'

out what they're doing."

A second definition.of a sketch was a sample, produced when part

of A'object is selected to express the Antire object and thus the class. Me,

children produced samples in three ways.: .(I) by drawing an incident from

a story or "fact" -from an article; (2) by drawing the characters from

.

a story; or (3) by drawing an object that stood or,a topic fo the article.

In each case they linked content to expressi n hrough a part -wholesrelation.

Projections, Eco claims, are produced hen points on the space of

the expression plane correspond td points on the content plane when the

Si
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content has spatial features. Thus, the content'determines,to some extent

the spatial properties of the expression. This definition had to be expanded

to include the possibility of prVecting temporal featurerof the content

into the expression plane in order to account for'what the chiaren did

when they,sketched their ideas. By projecting selected sptial acid temporal.

features of the content plane onto thiexpresesirilane the childiAinwere

.

able to signify the plot of a story of the "facts" included in an article.

ni-ite-examples-and-samples-y-which-took4h.
projeWons were made up of a series of pictures. InterVimidata provide

support for thelaim that s hildren.defined sketching ink this way.

For example, two girls, who frequently. helped each other, - reported thatiha

they often discussed "which way (of making a sketch] we thought wouTd

1
be the best." They explained the various "waifs" in the'followipg statement:

Like we discuss if it should be one big picture or diff4rent
little scenes. or if we should make one part of the story or the
other part or which part we liked the most.

These crments not only present ah inventory of the various ways sketches

were created but highlight the-roli interest played In this processs.

In short; projections were sketches that included the events oft story

ry

so as to'signify "how it happened." When an expository.piece was sketched,

projections were a way to "get iniall the ideas.' : ANO

Graphs are produced when spatial points on thi expression plane corres-

pond to points on the C'ontent plane when the content does not-contain

spatial features. In other words, a graph is a spatially organized expression

that displays information abOut a relation thit is not itself spatial.

V
4
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The chilggen produced sketches that were graphstin order to explain the

lesson" of a story of the "main idea' of an article. One of the.best 40

examples of a graph was created by a 'boy whOld read'Ira Sleeps Over by

B. Haber. At the top of his paper he drew a picture of a boy, then a,
.

plus.sign, a teddy bear, another plus stgn,
,

another boy, a plus sign, ...

.

another teddy bears-an equal sign, and finally a pictire of:two boys.

He explained his !addition problem" this way: "ThiS is the kid plus_ his__

O

.1

teddy bear plus another kid plus his teddy bear equals'two friends. That's

whatit:s trying to teach me." .The addition problem was thus a way 'to.

spatially organize in.idea that was not itself spatial. -

Sketches were also created through the use of styliza'tions. eIn the

cast ofkstylizations expressions appear iconic because thpy resemble the

content expressed but in fact are the result of a coding convention, which,

in turn, permitt their recognition., One.example of a stylization isthe
4

Queen .of Hearts on a playing card._ This design is not taken as a'sign

because it looks like a woman but because.it contains previously coded, .
I

features ihatecould be replicated. The children's sketches relied heavily
A , t

on stylizations. The hearts, rainbows, speech balloons, and so on that

the children included in thetr'sketches4were potentially.imeningful because,

they relied an a coding convention shared by the cultural community.

There was one final code employed in the generation of sketchesand

that wac prosrammed stimuli. Programmed stimuli are produced when:the

sender of a messagewinserts some stimuli into the.discourse in order to

0,101
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pull-the-receiver toward an emotional state. The use pf a throbbing voice

t persuasive speech is one'example. The children used color and size
_..

to produce similar effects. FOr example, one girl *traced over the,mord

, . .

'luxury' with a turquoise crag because it was a luxurious color; another
.

1i

it

.girl drew a gigantic thumb.to show what happened when a character sucked.
I

. ,

her thumb. Color and sizeio not in and of hamselves convey meaning;
, .

.
. . .

itis only when

...

they are culturally coded to a content plane and inter-

31

twlidd with potential to signify.

At this,pointis should be clear that sketChel were created byinter-
.

twining various codes; they were never the result of using a single code.

The complexity of sign.production can be understood if the distinction

between moderate and rpdical_inventions'is considered. Eco distinguishes

between these two processes in terms of the role played by convention.

Moderate inventions'rely _on- a-pre-existing.codel,that is, th ign is

invented through the use of such things as stylizations examples, rogrammed
.

stimuli, and so on. It is because code-making is a communicative tivity

that these conventions are employed. In any at of cOmmanicatio the

sender of:a:menage attempts to communicate his/her intentions, a con-

ventions increase the chances of this happening. Codes that are assumed,-

to be shared or conventiobalized thus provide a meeting ground for the

Participants, although the use of these conventions does not guarantee .

.

successfil communication since codes'.aren't always shared.

In'the case of radical inventions no such means for piesentintthat

intention exists prior to the act of inve ion; rather, it,is created
.

3 4
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'
in the-ad itself., A. such radical inventions are rare because they

.

Are risky. Their success or failure as communicative events depends on

the willingness of a receiver to. coTfaborate in the process,. If it succeeds,

a new convention arises' and is available for future use. But the potential .

for failure abounds.

The distinction between moderate and radical inventions may help

explain much of what occurred. in the sketching. lessons. Sketching re4iired

that the children draw their interpretations; yet there was no established

.Code for doing this and so for this reason sketching may be conceptualized

as a process of invention. Sketching had another dimension that figured

into the process of invention and. that wail ccommnication. In orders for

their sketches to succeed as communicative acts they had to rely on shared

codes; examples, temples, projections; graphs, stylizations,.and programmed

stimuli served this purpose. By intertwining these codes there was 'a .

better chance theta sketch would be understood-as the-child intended

than if a completely new code were proposed. The idea thatit is possible

to posit a completely new code, thatis, to create a radical invent ion,

is misleading, though, for codes never arise from nothingt Ed) (1976)

writes: ,k

1
.

In fact, no one ever really witnesses cases of total radical
invention, more indeedof total moderate invention, since texts
are maze-like structures combining inventions ,-replicas,
stylization, ostentions and so on. Semiosis never arises
ex novo and ex Aihilo. No new culture can ever come into
iii5iBwertflUriiiiri. background of an old one....Nen i -

e4
continually makipg and remaking codes, but only insof s

other codes already exist. Intpe semiotic universe ere
,..

35
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are neither single protagonists nor charismatic p4phets.
Even prophets have to be socially accepted in order to be
right; if not they are wrong. (p. 256) 1

.
.

.

.

Conclusion' .1

it I

li

The purpoie of thois.study was to explore the ntipire,of the reading

d
transaction. my conclusion at this point is that t) chi. ldren's embedded.

/ theories of-the ielson, their skills as artists, ti it interests, and

their within-class friendships were inextricably gtertwined with the
.

invention of_interiretations. In short, this st y provides empirical.

support foratWe efficacyldf viewing reading as stInificetioit. The childrenes

interpretations could not be explajned in terms/of the reader or the text,,

/ ---

alone; instead,.they required a considerationtf the total reading:event.

In addition,.the study's findings suggest thatthick descriptions of

_learning have more explanatory power vis -a -tit the data than. descriptions

of the. learning process that are at bast thin.: This calls for a redo-
/

sideration of models of direct instructiO0. Final1A-the study hints..

at the potential that transmediation across sigh systems holdi for curriculum

development. Providing opportunities for students to move between -language.

and art, dramt and language, music .and art, and so on gay increase their :w

learninrpotentials. The hope, of course, l's that if We cart engage students

in significatory.processing without fear of failure, we may be able to

unleash human potential within school walls.

2to
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1 I will employ first person usage throUgh the rest of this paperise

as to highlight the intertextmaiity of ethnographic fieldwork.

2 Not only is it difficult to describe the evolution of ihe.bpotheses

' in a paper of this length, it is impossible to aggregate

ethnographic daikt such a way as to make, the plausibility

of the hypotheses easy to assess.
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